A natural genera lization of th e familiar second order Sturm-Liouville s ys te m is prese nted. T his gene rali za ti on co ns is ts of co nsid e rin g a number of differe ntia l e qu ations defin ed on difTe re nt inte rva ls, instead of ju st one equati on on one inte rv a l. Th e self-adjoint c hara c te r of th e diffe re ntial e quations is re ta in ed in th e gene rali za ti on, but th e boundary conditi ons a re re laxed co nsid e ra bl y. Th e mos t ge ne ral boundary cond iti ons which ca n be acco mm od ated by thi s so rt of gene ra lization of S turm-Liouvi ll e th eory a re di sc ussed. Th e exi s te nce of e ige nva lues is proved , and a ge ne ra lize d orth ogonalit y and a weak e ige nfun cti on ex pansion th eo re m are de rived .
Introduction
The soluti on to a large class of problems of interest in app lied math e matics ca n be reduced to th e solution of the seco nd order Sturm-Liouville syste m , The primes indicate differentiation with respect to x, and the proper c hoice of p( x) > 0 , r (x) > 0 , q(x), a, b, ex, {3 , y, and 0 is dictated by the partic ular problem. The theory of such Sturm-Liouville systems is well known [1 , 2)1 and will not be reviewed he re. Suffice it to say that it is a very powerful technique for handling the problem s to which it is applicable.
(r(x)y' (x, A)) ' = (q(x) -Ap(X)
Recently, generalizations of the second order Sturm-Liouville system have been developed which, while retaining the distinctive S turm· Liouville character, are applicable to problems involving co mposite media [3, 4, 5, 6] . The purpose of this paper is to discuss a differe nt generalization of the second order Sturm-Liouville system whic h retains the Sturm-Liouville character. In particular, an eigenvalue equation, an orthogonality theorem , and a weak eigenfunction expansion theorem will be de rived. This eigenfunction expansion theorem is the first place where the results of this paper deviate from the previous work on Sturm-Liouville systems. It will be s hown by counter-example, that the eigenfunctions of thi s Sturm-Liouville like system do not form a comple te set in the sense of the previously described Sturm-Liouville sys te ms.
The generalization of the seco nd order Sturm-Liouville sys te m di scussed in thi s paper, and that whi ch is applicable to co mposite media proble ms are similar in many ways. Each arises when attempting to solve time dependent heat transfer problems in complicated systems, and each consists of considering a number of -lifferential equations defined on different intervals , instead of just one equation defined on one interval. In both generalizations the self-adjoint character of the differential equations is retained, but the conditions-which the solutions must satisfy at the e nds of the intervals are relaxed. In both cases, the solutions to all of the equations are coupled by relations involving their values and the values of their first derivatives at the ends of the intervals on which they are defined. The difference between the two generalizations is in the specific form of the coupling. In the case of the composite media generalization, the coupling connects the boundary values at the right end of the first interval with those at the left end of the second interval; the boundary values at the right end of the second interval with those at the left end of the third interval, and so forth. In the alternate generalization, introduced here, the coupling connects the boundary values at the left ends of all of the intervals_ Figures la and Ib show examples of the two types of coupling schematically. It is interesting that the form of coupling introduced here results in a simpler eigenvalue equation than that which results from the composite media generalization. In the case where only two intervals are considered, the composite media generalization is a special case of the generalization introduced here. Exce pt for this case, this generalization of the second order Sturm-Liouville system does not appear to have been studied previously. An example of an application of the theory developed in this paper, is the calculation of the temperature distribution as a function of time in a number of wires whose left ends are all welded together and whose right ends are all connected to a heat sink. o End poinl of int erval where boundary condition s appropriat e to the ge neralization introduced in Ihis paper are imposed.
Postulates and Principal Results
Consider the N self-adjoint differential equations obtained by letting i = 1, 2, . _ _, N III the equation, 
at the right end of each interval, but at the left end of the intervals employ a generalized boundary condition, consisting of the N-1 equations obtained by letting i=l, 2, . . . , N-1 in the equation,
One more coupling condition is needed to give a total of 2N boundary conditions, so introduce the general relation,
for i = 1,2 , . .. ,N.
Equations 3,4,5,6 and 7 defin e the sys te m. Now it is necessary to de termine und e r what conditions a set of functions,(y,(xJ,A),Y2(x2,A) , ... , Yv (XN, A) ) , exists such that th ese fiv e equations are satisfied.
First concentrate attention on eqs (3) and (4). For any positive integer value of i ,,;; N, it can be shown, following Ince [7] , that for every value of A, eqs (3) and (4) determine, except for the specification of a multiplicative constant , one and only one solution which is continuous and has a continuous first derivative on the interval, (ai,bi ). Keeping this in mind, divide eq (6) by A,y, (aI, A) + OIY' (aI , A) and substitute the N -1 equations re pres e nted by e q (5) into th e result, to obtain the equation, (8) which is generally a transcendental equation in A, and which is independent of the multiplicative constant which is as yet unspecified in Yi (Xi, A). Equation (8) is called the characteristic or eigenvalue equation of the system, since its roots are the eigenvalues of the problem; that is, the only values of A for which eqs (3), (4), (5), and (6) are mutually consistent. The existence of a countably infinite number of such roots is proved in appendix A of this paper. Let Am be the !nth root of eq (8) , then it is called the mth eigenvalue of the system, and Y/Xi, A "') will be called the !nth eigenfunction on the ith interval of the system. This co mpletes the discussion of the eigenvalue equation. Now attention will be turned to exhibiting the Sturm-Liouville lik e properties of the eigenfunctions. Other than the mere existence of eigenvalues, the most distinctive characteristic of Sturm-Liouville theory is the theorem expressing the orthogonality of the different eigenfunctions and the related eigenfunction expansion theorem. For the system described in this paper, the orthogonality theorem, which is proved in appendix B, takes the form,
for m ~ n, where
Now the problem of an eigenfunction expansion theorem will be considered. Since the functions, Yi (x;, Am), are determined only to within a multiplicative constant, it is convenient to define (11) and (12) Thus each of the functions, CPi1ll(Xi), is square normalized to unity on the ith interval with respect to the weighting functions, Pi (Xi) , and this property uniquely determines the function , CPim (Xi). Of course, the dilll are as yet undetermined, since the Yi(Xi, Alii) are determined only to within a multiplicative constant. Now consider the possibility of choosing these multiplicative constants (and hence the dim) in such a way as to express the N arbitrary functions, gi(Xi) , i = 1, 2, .. . , N, as a sum of eigenfunctions. For any given value of i, the constants, dim, which are obtained by varying mare independent of each other. However, when m is held constant and i is varied, the resulting dim are not independent. Once one, say djm, is specified all of the others can be obtained from the equation,
which is obtained by substituting eq (12) into eq (5). Thus in the eigenfunction expansions, , cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Once one of them is specified, all of the rest of them are uniquely determined. This is a strong restriction, but it does not necessarily prevent the theory from being useful. However, it does weaken the eigenvalue expansion theorem considerably. The theorem stated below and proved in appendix C is the strongest that can be proved '" when the functions to be expanded are left completely arbitrary.
For each value ofj= 1, 2, . .. , N, the function, " "
tn = l m= l will be a "best" approximation to the function, gj (Xj), in the sense that the expression, N fb .
is a minimum, if and only if for each m = 1, 2 , ... ,
Since the a bove eigenfun cti on expan sion th eore m does not require that e ac h function , !i (x;) , be identical to the function , gi (Xi), a criterion for goodn ess of fit is useful. It is sh own in appendix C th a t the ratio ,
has the property tha t, ° :%; R :%; 1, and R = 1 if and only if fi(xi) = gi (Xi), for i = 1, 2, ... , N. Thus R can be used as a c riterion for goodn ess of fit in a qualitative manne r. Furth erm ore the se t of fun ctions for whi c h th e eigenfunctions of the proble m form a comple te set are c haracteri zed by R =l.
An Example
As an example, le t i = I , 2, and 3, in eqs (3), (4), (5) syste m arises wh e n a tte mptin g to de termine th e te mperature distributi on, Ti (Xi, t ), as a fun cti on of tim e in three s traight wires of id e nti cal thermal co ndu ctivit y and area, whose s pecifi c heats per unit volum e are in th e ra ti o 1,4,9, a nd wh ose ri ght e nds are attac hed to a bloc k wh ose th erm al co n· du ctivity a nd heat ca pacit y ar e infinite, a nd whose left e nd s a re a ttached L o a block whose th erm al condu ctivity is infinite, but wh ose heat ca pacity is zero. If th e initi al co nditi on fo r thi s probl e m is that Ti(Xi, 0) =-Xi, for i = 1, 2, 3, th e n T i(Xi, t ) can be writte n i'n th e form There is no significant differen ce between these res ults and the results whe n only the first fifteen terms are included in the sum, and presumably there is no significant diffe re nce be tween these res ults and th e res ults whe n all of th e terms are in cl ud ed in the sum. Thus in ord er to obtain Ti (X i, t ) it is necessary to add to th e ri ght hand side of eq (20), a nonseparabl e fun ction of Xi a nd t , whic h is a solution to the co rres ponding time dependent heat transfer equation fo r th e problem. Th e properties of s uc h n on-separa ble solutions re main to be inves tigated.
Now s uppose tha t we elimin ate the third inte rval in the above proble m , res tri ctin g i to be 1 or 2. The n the proble m is eq ui vale nt to a composite media proble m, a nd inte res tingly enough th e eigenfun ctions form a comple te set as can be seen from fi gure 3. In thi s ca se, R = 0.999989, for just th e first fifteen term s of the sum. 
Discussion
The fact that nonseparable solutions appear in a prominent way in the generalization of SturmLiouville theory discussed here certainly limits the usefulne ss of the theory to some extent. How serious thi s limitation is in various applications will depend upon the general properties of these non-separable solutions. Thus an investigation of such non-separable fun ctions would appear to be quite worthwhile.
Nowhere in the derivation of the results presented in this paper does the assumption that ai < X i < bi playa fundamental role. All of the results would have been identical if for some of the values of i, bi < Xi < ai , but the discussion would have been somewhat more complica ted. To further generalize the second order Sturm-Liouville system, the boundary conditions at the points, bi , could be relaxed. It is possible to replace them by generalized boundary conditions identical in form to those stated earlier in this paper, by introducing a number of new intervals on which more self-adjoint differential equations are defined. The type of coupling envisioned here should be obvious after glancing at figure lc. The detailed development of this further generalization of the second order Sturm-Liouville system introduces no new ideas, and it is fraught with notational diffic ulties. Consequently it will not be pursued here. However, a few remarks are in order. First, cross-linking among the branching inte rvals will not generally allow a nontrivial solution.
But it is possible to cross-link any two intervals for whic h r(a) = r(b) for both intervals. Second, both the com posite m edia generalization and the generalization described earlier in this paper are special cases of this generalization of the second order Sturm-Liouville system_ Third, in a detailed development of this theory, it will not be possible to derive a simple eigenvalue equation as was done here. A determinantal eq uation , similar in principle to, but more complicated in actual detail than that in reference [4] will have to be derived_
Appendix A
In this appendix, eq (8) will be proved to have an infinite number of roots. In discussing eq (8), it is convenient to define , (2A)
First it will be proved that for each i = 1 to N, F i (A) has an infinite number of singularities, and that it is positive in some interval immediately to the right of each singularity, and negative in some interval immediately to the left of each singularity. In order to prove this , it is necessary to consider each of the four cases, C; = Oi = 0, Di = "Ii = 0, CiYi =l= 0 , and Dio i =l= 0, separately. Every possible choice of C;, "Ii , Di, and Oi which is consistent with eq (7) is covered by at least one of these cases. Before looking into each of these cases separately, it is necessary to review some of the properties of Yi(ai,A). Ince [8] has shown that if Yi(Xi, A) satisfies eqs (3) and (4), then the equation, Yi(ai, A) = 0, has a countably infinite number of roots. These will be de noted by /-tim, where the /-tim are labeled so that /-tim < /-ti II! + I. Ince [9] has shown that as A is increased from /-tim to /-tim + 1, the expression,
decreases monotonically from +ro to -00. Thus y;(ai' A) also has an infinite number of roots, denoted by Wim, and as A is increased from Wi", to Wim + l, the expression, increases monotonically from -00 to + 00. 
Yi(ai,
and dividing eq (7) by (Yi)2 shows that D;/Yi is a positive number. Thus F;(A) decreases monotonically from + 00 to -00, as A is increased from /-t im to /-t i III + 1, SO it has an infinite number of singularities and it is positive immediately to the right of each singularity and it is negative im· mediately to the left of each singularity.
Case 2: Di = "1;=0
In this case,
but dividing eq (7) by (Oi)2 shows that Cd Oi is a negative number. Thus Fi(A) decreases monotonically from + 00 to -00 as A is increased from Wim to Wi m + 1. So again , Fi( A) has an infinite number of singularities, is positive to the right of each singularity, and is negative to the left of each singularity. Since ~ im is a root of eq (7 A),J;('\) has a singularity at ~ iln, and eq (8A) can be used to s how that/;(,\) is negative wh en '1/;111 < ,\ < ~im, and eq (9A) can be used to s how th a t /;(11.) is positive wh en ~illl < A < /-Lim+l. Letting m= 1,2, . . . in the above disc ussion shows that/i(,\) has a n infinite number of singularities and that it is positive immediately to th e right of eac h sin gularity a nd th a t it is negative immediately to th e left of each s in gularity. Now, s upposing that Dio; < 0, use eq (7) Since ~illl is a root of eq (7 A),f; (,\) has a singularity at ~iln, and eq (lOA) implies that fi (,\) is negative whe n ~;III < ,\ < '1/im, and eq (llA) implies that.fi('\) is positive when /-Lim < A < ~i,". Letting m= 1, 2, ... in the above disc us sion shows that .fi('\) has an infinite number of singularities and it is negative in some interval immediately to the right of each singularity and that is positive in some interval immediately to the left of each singularity. So in both the cas e where DiD; > U and in the case where DiDi < 0 , Fi('\) = (Ddoi) .fi('\) has an infinite number of singularities and it is positive immediately to the right of each singularity and negative immediately to th e left of each singularity.
Case 4: CiY; =1= ° The proof is similar at each step to that of Case 3 and will not be presented here. If F i(A) has a sin gularity at Kim , the n eq (2A) implies that F('\) also has a sing~larity there, a nd F('\) be haves like F i( A) in some neighborhood of Kim. Thus, if Kim and Kjn are two consecutive singularities of F("A.) , and Kim / Kjn, then F("A.) is posltlVe immediately to the right of Kim and negative immediately to the left of Kjn. Now since F("A.) is continuous for Kim < "A. < Kjn, it must have a zero in this interval. Thus eq (8) has at least one root between any two consecutive singularities of F ("A.). Finally, since F ("A.) has an infinite number of singularities, it has an infinite number of roots, as was to be proved.
. Appendix B
In this appendix, eq (9) will be proved. The proof requires a lemma which will be proved · separately, but in somewhat more general form than needed. lemma Since this lemma consists almost entirely of algebraic manipulations, it will prove convenient to use the shorthand notation,
and ri = ri(ai), (3B) where Mi (Xi'~) and Ni (Xi, 7)) satisfy eqs (3), (4), and (5), with "A. = ~, and "A. = 7), respectively. Now let
~I ~I and notice that if Mj and Nj both satisfy eq (6), then S = 0, but if only one of them satisfies eq (6), then S =l= O.
Since both M; and Ni satisfy eq (5) ,
(5B)
When the indicated multiplications in eq (5B) are carried out, some of the terms cancel one another, and the remaining terms can be combined to yield,
Thus by eq (10), Nj both satisfy eq (6) , so S = O. And if m ~ n, eq (9B) becom es eq (9). This completes the proof.
Appendix C
In this appendix, it will be shown that eq (17) is a necessary a nd s ufficie nt condi tion for the expression , I , defined in eq (16), to ha ve a minimum with resp ect to vari a ti on of the djm s ubject to the constrants imposed by th e N -1 equati on s re presented by eq (13). First notice that by the restri cti ons s tated aft e r eq (3), b y eq (7) and eq (10), I ;?; 0 , so it has a minimum. Also notice th a t 1= 0 , if a nd onl y if f; (X i) = gi (X i) for i = 1, 2, . .. , N. Nex t take th e variation of I with res p ect to djlll wh ere m = 1, 2, . . . , a nd j is fi xed. Us in g eq (13) to jus tify replacin g th e parti al deriv ati ve of dilll with res pec t to djlll by d illl / djlll , rearra nge the result to ob tain, 
for m = 1, 2 , . . . . Fin all y a ppl yi ng eqs (15), (9), a nd (11) to the righ t-ha nd side of eq (2C), a nd again using eq (18) one sees th at th e simulta neo us e qu ati ons are di ago nali zed an d that th ey are equivale nt to eq (17). All of the ste ps in thi s proof a re re ve rsible, so eq (17) is a necessary a nd sufficie nt condition for I to ha ve a minimum valu e as was to be s hown.
In order to obtain a criterion for goodn ess of fit , expa nd I to obtain , Notice that if eq (2C) is multiplied by djm and summed over m, the res ult is
Substitute this result into eq (3C) to obtain (SC)
Finally s ub stitute eq (15) into eq (SC), and use the orthogonallty theore m , eq (9) to obtain ,
